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About the Book 

The American Midwest may not have a reputation as the nation’s skating mecca, but maybe it should. In
Midwest Shreds, Mandy Shunnarah travels around the region for a deep dive into its skating culture,
detailing the activity’s long, storied history there and the large and diverse skating community that calls
the Midwest home today. Here, you’ll learn how skating has become a form of mutual aid in Iowa, follow
hard-core street skaters as they vie to become King of Cleveland, experience the transcendence of
skating in a converted St. Louis cathedral, meet the anarchists who’ve built their own skate paradise,
cinder block by cinder block, in southern Ohio, and encounter skaters from Des Moines, Madison, Chicago,
West Lafayette, Detroit, and other corners of the Midwest.

With writing that revels in the crunching scrape of hard wheels, the joy of nailing a trick for the first time,
and the grit required to fall and get back up again, Midwest Shreds illuminates a small corner of Midwest
life and offers a portrait of the rich cultural history and diversity that makes the region what it is today.

To request a copy for review or to set up an interview with the author, contact Emily Lamont
elamont@arcadiapublishing.com.



About the Author

Mandy Shunnarah is a Southern-born, Midwest-loving
journalist, essayist, poet, and roller-skating enthusiast
who calls Columbus, Ohio, home. Their work has been
featured in the New York Times, Electric Literature, the
Rumpus, and more. Midwest Shreds: Skating Through
America’s Heartland is their first book. Read more on
their website, mandyshunnarah.com.

About Belt Publishing

Belt was originally founded in 2013 to promote writers
from the Rust Belt but has broadened its focus in recent
years to include smart narrative and serious nonfiction on
any topic, as well as commercial fiction with a regional
foothold. Bestsellers include What You Are Getting Wrong
About Appalachia, Midwest Futures, The Last Children of Mill
Creek, and The Battle of Lincoln Park. Ongoing series
include City Anthologies, Neighborhood Guidebooks, and
50 Maps. 
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Marketing Plan

-National and local media outreach.

 -Review copy distribution to media outlets and
writers with an interest in the subject, author, the
region, Belt as a press, and/or local interest.

-Author participation in book fairs and events.

 -Social media and newsletter promotion in Belt’s
channels.




